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Since 2002, Inazone has been providing technical covert surveillance solutions to law 
enforcement and government agencies worldwide.

Inazone is a well-established company specialising in the research, design and 
manufacture of innovative and cutting-edge surveillance technology. Having many 
years of hands on experience as ex-TSU deployment operatives and as a reputable 
manufacturer and supplier within the covert security sector, means that we have an 
intimate knowledge of the problems faced by technical surveillance teams.

We design and manufacture a unique range of covert solutions, which include video, 
audio and power. With our extensive and secure workshop and manufacturing 
facilities based in the UK, we are able to offer a complete product customisation service 
and also project based development of tailor made solutions to help meet your specific 
operational requirements.

Please check out our website for the most up to date product details. Additionally 
don’t forget to check out the following areas:

inazone.tips

inazone.support

inazone.tv

inazone.xyz

is a repository of useful articles and resources

is where you can find our latest product documentation and 
related downloads

hosts training, product configuration and how-to videos

provides 3D and 2D resources to assist you with your 
deployments

Unit 1, Mill Farm, Kelston, Bath, BA1 9AQ, United Kingdom

+44 (0)1225 331818

enquiries@inazone.co.uk

www.inazone.co.uk

INAZONE LTD.
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Video Formats
Long gone are the days when you can only purchase composite video cameras for 
covert surveillance. As camera resolution has increased, different video transmission 
standards have evolved to cope with the increased amount of data that higher resolution 
cameras generate. Multiple standards have appeared to cater for different commercial 
market segments. Each standard has its own pros and cons, however hybrid products 
allow you to easily swap between these standards as required, enabling connectivity 
with whatever downstream equipment you may have available.

Originally developed for the broadcast world. 720P and 1080P 
resolutions are available. Distances of <100m are possible with 
good  quality cable. Best for low latency.

Is an evolution of HDSDI and allows for longer cable runs of 
<500m and resolutions up to 8M. Fully compatible with existing 
HD-SDI products.

Supports resolutions up to 8M and transmits video over 
distances of <500m. Widely used in Hikvision products.

Supports resolutions up to 3M and transmits video over 
distances of <500m. Often used in Hanwha Techwin products.

Supports sensors up to 4K/UHD and transmits video over 
distances <300m. Most commonly found in Dahua products.

Hybrid cameras offer the option to select which type of video 
output you use. This allows connection to legacy CVBS systems 
and also the ability to connect to higher resolution commercial 
equipment if required.

Offers the most scalable and feature rich solution. Video 
resolution is only limited by the available bandwidth of your 
network. Connectivity is also greatly simplified as standard 
networking equipment and cabling can be used. Manufacturers 
usually by default use their own proprietary language for IP 
communication.

Is a universal language for IP products. Onvif allows for 
universal communication between different manufacturers 
products. Common versions are Onvif S, G and Q.

Commercial in Confidence
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IR Corrected & IRC Lenses
The terminology used to describe miniature covert CCTV lenses can get confusing. 
Lots of newer high definition cameras need to use lenses that have an IRC filter fitted 
to the lens, as the camera sensor does not always have a filter in place.

In a nutshell the phrases IR corrected and IRC mean two entirely different things. IR 
corrected means that the lens has been designed to have no focal shift when images 
are taken during daytime or at night. IRC means that the lens has an infrared blocking 
filter known as an IR cut filter fitted.

Miniature covert colour cameras require that an IRC filter is used to ensure correct 
reproduction of colours by blocking out unwanted infrared illumination. Older CCD 
based cameras normally had the IRC filter attached to the front of the imaging sensor. 
However lots of newer high definition cameras need to use lenses that have an IRC 
filter fitted to the lens itself.

Check out our “IR corrected and IRC lens explanation” guide on the 
inazone.tips section of our website for more details on this often confusing 
subject.

Jarg
on
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If your camera has an image sensor that is infrared sensitive such as Sony Starvis, Exmor or 
EXview, then these can be a great match for our lenses. By swapping the lens to a non IRC model 
and setting the camera to B/W you now can use additional infrared illumination as required and 
make use of all that extra sensor sensitivity.

If your camera requires lenses that have an IRC 
filter and if you want to change the lens, then you 
need to ensure that the alternative lens also has an 
IRC filter.

Our catalogue indicates if a camera utilises IRC 
filter lenses with these icons on the right. If you are 
in any doubt which type of lens you require please 
don’t hesitate to contact us for assistance.

We have a wide selection of covert lenses which are available with or without IRC filters, as 
required for your specific cameras. If you are in any doubt which type of lens you require please 
don’t hesitate to contact us for assistance.
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We are proud to be a member of the Axis partner program. This partnership allows 
us to work closely with Axis and develop our own Inazone range of bespoke covert 
products for law enforcement based on Axis technologies. Details of our own Inazone 
Axis IP based products can be found over the following pages. Inazone also offer a 
full design, build and customisation service for Axis products from our UK based 
workshops. Please contact us if you would like further details on our capabilities.

In addition to our own Inazone range of re-
engineered Axis solutions, we are also able to 
supply the complete standard range of Axis 
products. Please contact us if you would like more 
information on any of these products and we will 
be happy to provide assistance to help you find 
the best technical solution for your operational 
requirements.

TRAINING

Law Enforcement
IP Video Training

In addition to supplying the excellent range of Axis products we also provide training courses 
specifically tailored to law enforcement surveillance practitioners.

Our courses are regularly delivered at our 
customers locations. All equipment is supplied 
for the courses. Delivery of course content is very 
much hands on with practical demonstrations. This 
ensures you learn the most relevant information 
possible to take back to your workplace.

We have a full mobile training suite and can deliver our training courses 
at your venue within the UK or overseas. This is often a more cost effective 
option when training is required for a whole region. Please contact us if 
you would like more details.
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TRAINING

Introduction to Covert IP Cameras
for Law Enforcement Technicians

This is currently our most popular course and is run over two days.

This course is aimed at anyone within law enforcement and 
associated government agencies, looking to expand their 
knowledge of IP Camera systems for technical surveillance 
(Covert & Overt). The course offers a comprehensive 
grounding in the theory and practice of IP Camera systems 
to enable attendees to have the skillset and awareness to 
configure and deploy IP Camera systems. Comprising of 
presentations, demonstrations and hands-on activities, 
attendees will see the benefits and functionality of IP 
Cameras, as well as learn about the available technology on 
the market and any associated cyber/security threats.

TRAINING

Introduction to Cellular Video Transmission

This two day course is designed to provide you with the knowledge to connect and 
stream IP video securely with COTS cellular routers.

Topics covered during this course include:

• IP camera configuration for cellular transmission 
including video compression optimisation.

• Configuration of alarms and event alerts to remote 
users.

• Cyber security requirements for secure setup and use 
of cellular routers including VPN configuration.

• Best practice for ongoing maintenance of remote 
camera deployments including remote and OTA 
firmware updates.

We also offer a 4 day ICE (IP, COTS & Exploitation) course, please 
contact us for more details on this course.
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EXTENSIVE CONNECTIVITY
OPTIONS

AXIS PTZ CAMERAS

Axis V5925
PTZ Camera

This high-performance PTZ IP camera is designed 
for broadcasting live events and excels in providing 
high quality imagery for covert surveillance. It’s 
small size make this camera ideal for limited space 
concealments and deployments.

Equipped with an Axis ARTPEC-7 chipset, this 
powerful unit is also capable of delivering smooth HD 
1080p resolution video footage at up to 50 frames per 
second.

MAIN FEATURES

Full HD 1080p resolution 
video at up to 50 fps

340° pan, -20 to +90° tilt func-
tionality

30x optical zoom          

- 4.4 - 132mm

HDMI & SDI output and 
audio & XLR inputs

Size: ø137 x 182mm

Other useful features include pan/tilt functionality with 
a powerful 30x optical zoom. Particularly of use for law 
enforcement is the V5925’s ability to tilt below the horizon by 
–20° which works well with covert concealments.

Support for studio-grade two-way audio, HDMI outputs and edge 
storage (MicroSD card not included) make this a feature packed 
cameras for lots of applications.

H264 and H265 with Zipstream technology preserves all the 
important details while significantly reducing bandwidth and 
storage requirements.
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The small size and onboard recording functionality make the V5925 an ideal rapid deployment camera. In ad-
dition to the standard V5925 we are constantly working on customised versions of the Axis V59 series to make 
them more suitable for covert law enforcement use. Please contact us if you would like anymore details.

Axis V5925 - Black Edition

Miniature PTZ Camera
After requests from our customers we now offer 
a black version of the V5925.

Our re-engineered black edition has a durable 
black paint covering making the camera more 
suitable for covert use.

AXIS BOX CAMERAS

Axis Q1656-B 
Box Camera

This high-performance camera is based on an 
ARTPEC-8, the latest Axis system-on-chip (SoC).  

Lightfinder 2.0 and the 4MP 1/1.8” sensor 
give exceptional image quality and low light 
performance.

PoE and DC power options ensure deployment 
flexibility.

As far as CS cameras go the Q1656-B is a great 
all rounder which ticks all the boxes from 
performance to security features.

MAIN FEATURES

4MP, 1/1.8” sensor

Support for analytics with deep 
learning

Built-in cybersecurity features

Support for i-CS lens

Lightfinder 2.0
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Covert IP Cameras
AXIS Modular IP Cameras

We have developed our own range of ruggedised remote head sensors 
for use with the Axis range of modular IP control units. These sensors 
are based on our KISS and HE-D form factors and are specifically de-
signed for law enforcement covert use.

The modular concept enables flexibility in the choice of hardware, as 
well as in the installation. The small sensor can be installed discreetly 
in tight places, while the long cable from the sensor to the main unit 
provides the flexibility to place the main unit where there is space. 
The sensors and main units can be easily relocated or changed after 
the initial installation, giving users additional flexibility. Sensors and 
main units can be purchased together or separately to mix and match 
and create your ideal solution.

MAIN FEATURES

Simplified M12 HD lens mounts

Ruggedised micro cabling 

Robust connectors

Multiple mounting options 

Future proof form factor

Add-on tactical mounts available

AXIS modular cameras are based on a remote head network 
camera concept. The camera is split into a sensor unit made up 
of a lens and image sensor with a cable connecting to a separate 
control unit, which is in effect the brains of the camera.

SENSOR + MAIN UNIT = IP CAMERA

AXIS P12 Mk II

1 Sensor Modular IP System Main Unit

The P12 Mk II connects one compatible remote head sensor to provide a 720p 
or 1080p video stream (dependant on sensor model). Onboard analytics and 
Zipstream technology for low bandwidth connections. Built-in microSD slot for 
onboard recording. Low profile for fitting into the tightest of spaces. Powered 
by PoE for ease of deployment.

AXIS FA54
4 Sensor Modular IP System Main Unit

The FA54 connects up to four remote head sensors and allows 
streaming of all four images simultaneously or alternatively 
quad view streaming. Two onboard microSD card slots allow edge 
based recording if required. The FA54 is the most versatile unit in 
the range allowing you to easily install a standalone 4 camera IP 
system. An HDMI output allows simplified camera focusing and 
alignment.

AXIS F44 Dual Audio
Robust 4 Sensor Modular IP System Main Unit
The F44 is the most robust four channel main unit which can be powered 
by a DC or PoE. Two onboard SD card slots allow edge based recording if 
required.
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AXIS FA51
1 Sensor Main Unit with HDMI Output MAIN FEATURES

HDTV 1080p at full frame rate

AXIS Face Detector pre installed

HDMI Output for easy installation 
and focusing

1 configurable input/output port

The FA51 is a very versatile single channel main unit which has a 
HDMI output allowing easier sensor alignment and focusing.

A configurable input/output port allows connection to external 

triggers and also provides ability to switch on/off external devices 
as required.  This ability allows easy control of devices such as 
infrared illuminators as required.

The ARTPEC-6 enhanced processing power allows installation of  

ACAPs to provide additional operational functionality. 

Built-in microSD slot for onboard recording. Powered by PoE for 
easy deployment with existing network infrastructure.

Axis cameras have developed into incredibly advanced visual sensors with 
superior processing power.  ACAPs are software applications that can be uploaded 
to compatible Axis devices that can leverage these benefits to provide additional 
operational capabilities.

Please contact us if you would like more information on suitable ACAPs for law 
enforcement use.

MicroSD
& I/O port

HDMI 
output port
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Covert IP Cameras
AXIS Modular IP Cameras

P12V

1 Sensor DC Power Modular IP System 
Main Unit
DC power version of the Axis P12 MKII main unit.  We have 
re-engineered the standard P12 main unit so it can also 
be powered by a DC voltage source in the range of 5 - 24V.  
This makes deployment a lot more flexible as the P12V can 
be powered from power sources such as USB, vehicle and 
rural battery packs. 

The CNC machined aluminium shell gives enhanced 
thermal dissipation for use in confined spaces.

Additional mounting holes make securing to panels or 
within enclosures a simple task.  

Built-in microSD slot for onboard recording. Can also 
be powered by PoE with the DC source as an automatic 
failover backup if required.

EXTENSIVE RANGE OF 
COMPATIBLE SENSORS

DC 5 - 24V OR POE 
POWER OPTIONS

NOGLO FACILITY
FOR STATUS LED

ONBOARD MICRO SD
EDGE RECORDING
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AXIS MODULAR CAMERAS

Modular IP Camera
Accessories

Remote sensor connection cables with micro USB and RJ12 connectors for indoor sensor units.

AXIS-SENSOR-CABLE-100mm 
AXIS-SENSOR-CABLE-250mm 
AXIS-SENSOR-CABLE-500mm 
AXIS-SENSOR-CABLE-1m 
AXIS-SENSOR-CABLE-2.5m 
AXIS-SENSOR-CABLE-5m 
AXIS-SENSOR-CABLE-8mm 
AXIS-SENSOR-CABLE-15m

Black 10cm sensor cable
Black 25cm sensor cable
Black 50cm sensor cable
Black 1m sensor cable
Black 2.5m sensor cable
Black 5m sensor cable
Black 8m sensor cable
White 15m sensor cable (check compatibility)

AXIS MODULAR CAMERAS

Modular IP Camera 
Deployment Kits

A four sensor modular IP camera deployment kit. This kit contains everything you need to get 
started with and deploy up to a four sensor modular Axis IP camera solution and includes the 
following:

4x remote sensors

Axis FA54, FA51, P12, P12V or F44 main units 
and power supplies

Remote sensor cables

RJ45 network cable

Camera mounts

Lens cleaning pen & air puffer

A selection of miniature board or pinhole lenses 
depending on sensors chosen

These kits are made and configured to your specific requirements so please contact us for further 
details on options and pricing.

We have a complete modular camera compatibility chart available please 
contact us if you would like a copy of the latest version.
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AXIS Modular Camera 
KISS Sensors (P12, P12V, FA51,FA54)

The following are our most versatile sensor units and can 
be used in conjunction with either a P12, P12V, FA51 or 
FA54 main unit to create a single or four channel IP camera 
solution.

Based on our KISS universal form factor system means that 
these cameras are easy to install and are compatible with a 
range of additional tactical and 3D printable mounts.

Available individually, supplied with a Main Unit or as part 
of a Deployment kit.

SPECIFICATIONS

1/3” progressive scan CMOS 

1080p resolution

0.2 lux

Compatible Main Units 

- P12 Mk II, P12V

- FA54, FA51

Supplied with 8m sensor cable

KISS universal form factors

INA-VC-AP24

1080p Pinhole Lens KISS Sensor
Interchangeable M12 close-up pinhole lens mount, see lens section for 
compatible close-up pinhole lenses

3.7mm cone pinhole lens with IRC fitted as standard 

Plastic orbital mounting bracket

=
AP28

AP20AP25

AP24 AP26

FA54

P12 Mk II
P12V

FA51

+
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INA-VC-AP25

1080p Board Lens KISS Sensor
Interchangeable M12 board lens mount, see lens section for compatible 
board lenses

3.6mm board lens with IRC fitted as standard 

Steel mounting bracket

INA-VC-AP26

1080p C/CS Lens Mount KISS Sensor
C/CS Mount with lens locking screws

Fitted with built-in IRC filter to allow use with legacy lenses

Steel mounting bracket

INA-VC-AP28

1080p 5-50mm Varifocal KISS Sensor
Megapixel 5-50mm manual varifocal lens

Steel mounting bracket
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1080p Weatherproof KISS Bullet Sensor

Interchangeable M12 board lens mount, see lens section for compatible 
board lenses

16mm board lens with IRC fitted as standard

Supplied with a weatherproof lens shroud which can house up to a
miniature 35mm high-res lens

5m cable length as standard (custom cable lengths available)

AP24-xxP-IRC
1080p Pinhole lens KISS Sensor Deployment Kit options:

AP24-K1P-IRC AP24 KISS 25mm Axis modular 1080p pinhole lens sensor and K1P-IRC lens kit

AP24-K2P-IRC AP24 KISS 25mm Axis modular 1080p pinhole lens sensor and K2P-IRC lens kit

AP24-K3P-IRC AP24 KISS 25mm Axis modular 1080p pinhole lens sensor and K3P-IRC lens kit

AP25-xxB-IRC

1080p Board Lens KISS Sensor Deployment Kit options:
AP25-K1B-IRC AP25 KISS 25mm Axis modular 1080p board lens sensor and K1B-IRC lens kit

AP25-K2B-IRC AP25 KISS 25mm Axis modular 1080p board lens sensor and K2BP-IRC lens kit

AP25-K3B-IRC AP25 KISS 25mm Axis modular 1080p board lens sensor and K3B-IRC lens kit

INA-VC-AP20-K1

1080p Weatherproof KISS Bullet Sensor Deployment Kit, supplied with:
INA-VC-AP20 sensor fitted with a 16mm board lens with IRC filters

Periscope prism adapter

25mm board lens and 35mm high-res board lens both with IRC filters

KISS Sensors (P12, P12V, FA51,FA54)

Deployment Kits

 PERISCOPE PRISM ADAPTER 
SOLD SEPARATELY

All of our sensors and cameras are available as deployment kits that contain a selection of 
lenses.  A wide selection of kit options are available and if you don’t see what you need please 
contact us as we can easily manufacture you a custom kit as required.
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K1P-IRC pinhole lens kit contents:

• 2.5 and 6mm M12 close-up EasyFocus pinhole lenses 
with IRC filters

• KISS 25mm pinhole drill guide
• 1mm guide drill bit
• Pinhole Lens tool

 
K2P-IRC pinhole lens kit contents:

• 6, 8, 10, 12 and 15mm P-Hole M12 close-up pinhole lenses with 
IRC filters

• Pinhole aperture drill guide
• Pinhole Lens tool

 

K3P-IRC pinhole lens kit contents:

• 2.5 and 6mm M12 close-up EasyFocus pinhole 
lenses with IRC filters

• KISS 25mm pinhole drill guide
• 1mm guide drill bit
• Pinhole Lens tool
• 6, 8, 10, 12 and 15mm P-Hole M12 close-up pinhole 

lenses with IRC filters
• Pinhole aperture drill guide

 

K1B-IRC board lens kit contents:

• 6, 8, 12, 16, 25mm and 35mm HR M12 miniature lenses with IRC 
filters

• KISS 25mm board drill guide
• 1/4” guide drill bit

 

K2B-IRC board lens kit contents:

• 35, 50 and 70mm M12 large board lenses with IRC filters
 

K3B-IRC board lens kit contents:

• 6, 8, 12, 16, 25mm and 35mm HR M12 miniature 
lenses with IRC filters

• KISS 25mm board drill guide
• 1/4” guide drill bit
• 35, 50 and 70mm M12 large board lenses with IRC 

filters
• Spare M12 lens lock ring
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AXIS MODULAR CAMERAS

AXIS Modular Camera 
KISS Quick-Connect
Sensors (P12, P12V, FA51,FA54)

Quick-Connect sensors are smaller and shallower than our 
standard KISS sensors making fitting into thin hides easier.  
You can easily swap sensors in the field which allows you to 
quickly change between lens options in-situ.

A removable cable retaining clip is supplied to secure the 
cable in place if required. 

Available individually, supplied with a Main Unit or as part
of a Deployment kit complete with associated lenses.

SPECIFICATIONS

1/3” progressive scan CMOS 

1080p resolution

0.2 lux

Compatible Main Units 

- P12 Mk II, P12V

- FA54, FA51

Supplied with 8m sensor cable

AQ24

KISS Quick-Connect 1080p Pinhole Lens Sensor
Interchangeable M12 close-up pinhole lens mount, see lens section for 
compatible close-up pinhole lenses

3.7mm cone pinhole lens with IRC fitted as standard 

Supplied with 8m sensor cable

=
AQ25

AQ24

FA54

P12 Mk II
P12V

FA51

+
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AQ25

KISS Quick-Connect 1080p Board Lens Sensor
Interchangeable M12 board lens mount, see lens section for compatible 
board lenses

3.6mm board lens with IRC fitted as standard 

Supplied with 8m cable

AQ24-xxP-IRC
KISS Quick-Connect 1080p Pinhole Lens Sensor Deployment Kit options:

AQ24-K1P-IRC AQ24 KISS Quick-Connect modular 1080p pinhole lens sensor and K1P-IRC lens kit

AQ24-K2P-IRC AQ24 KISS Quick-Connect modular 1080p pinhole lens sensor and K2P-IRC lens kit

AQ24-K3P-IRC AQ24 KISS Quick-Connect modular 1080p pinhole lens sensor and K3P-IRC lens kit

AQ25-xxB-IRC

KISS Quick-Connect 1080p Board Lens Sensor Deployment Kit options:
AP25-K1B-IRC AQ25 KISS Quick-Connect modular 1080p board lens sensor and K1B-IRC lens kit

AP25-K2B-IRC AQ25 KISS Quick-Connect modular 1080p board lens sensor and K2BP-IRC lens kit

AP25-K3B-IRC AQ25 KISS Quick-Connect modular 1080p board lens sensor and K3B-IRC lens kit

KISS Quick-Connect
Sensors (P12, P12V, FA51,FA54)

Deployment Kits

All of our sensors and cameras are available as deployment kits that contain a selection of lens.  A 
wide selection of kit options are available and if you don’t see what you need please contact us as 
we can easily manufacture you a custom kit as required.

Please see page 17 for more details on the available kits.

We are working on several exciting add-ons for the KISS Quick-Connect sensors and will be 
offering these as kit options soon.  Please contact us if you would like anymore information.
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Axis Modular Camera
HE-D Sensors (F12, P12V, F34, F41, F44)

Miniature remote sensor units based on our miniature HE-D 
standardised form factor. Delivers crisp 720P imagery in a 
very small package.

Compatible with our own and third party advanced installation 
tools.

Available individually, supplied with a Main Unit or as part of a 
Deployment kit. Supplied with 8m sensor cable.

SPECIFICATIONS

1/4” progressive scan CMOS 

720p resolution

0.4 lux

Compatible Main Units 

- P12 MKII, P12V  

- F34, F41 and F44

AP12P

720p Pinhole Lens HE-D Sensor
Interchangeable M12 close-up pinhole lens mount

4.3mm HD cone pinhole lens with IRC fitted as standard

AP12B

720p Board Lens HE-D Sensor
Interchangeable M12 board lens mount

3.6mm HD board lens with IRC fitted as standard

=+AP12P

AP12B

P12 MKII

F41

F34

F44

P12V
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AXIS MODULAR CAMERAS

Axis Modular Camera
HE-D Sensors (P12, F34, F41, F44)

The following sensor units can be used in conjunction with 
an Axis F34, F41 or F44 main units to create up to a four 
channel IP camera solution.

All F series sensors are made to order.

SPECIFICATIONS

1/2.8” progressive scan CMOS 

1080p resolution, 0.3 lux

Compatible Main Units 

- F34, F41 and F44

Supplied with 8m sensor cable

INA-VC-AF30

1080p Pinhole Lens KISS Sensor
Interchangeable M12 close-up pinhole lens mount, see lens section 
for compatible close-up pinhole lenses

3.7mm cone pinhole lens with IRC fitted as standard 

Plastic orbital mounting bracket

Maximum sensor cable length is 8m

INA-VC-AF31

1080p Board Lens KISS Sensor
Interchangeable M12 board lens mount, see lens section for 
compatible board lenses

3.6mm board lens with IRC fitted as standard 

Steel mounting bracket

Maximum sensor cable length is 8m
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AXIS MODULAR CAMERAS

Axis Modular Camera
LPR Sensor (FA51, FA54, F12, P12V, F34, F41, F44)

Our covert LPR sensor is based on our AP20 model and is supplied as a kit including an IR pass 
lens shroud and unfiltered lenses.  This sensor can be used for either viewing in the visible or 
infrared spectrum ensuring maximum quality for the LPR ACAP.

Supplied as a kit containing lenses for both visible or infrared viewing (IRC filtered or not) and 
both versions of lens shroud.

DK-AP20LPR

KISS Covert LPR Axis 1080p Sensor Deployment Kit

AP20 sensor

8, 12, 16, 25, 35mm HR miniature lenses with and without IRC filters

Visible and IR pass filtered lens shrouds

Fitted with a 5m cable as standard

 PERISCOPE PRISM ADAPTER 
SOLD SEPARATELY

We also supply this sensor as a complete kit that includes an Axis FA51 Main Unit with licence for 
the Vaxtor VaxALPR On Camera licence plate recognition ACAP

DK-FA51-ALPR
Axis FA51 LPR deployment kit, which includes:

Axis FA51 Main Unit

Vaxtor VaxALPR On Camera licence for FA51 Main Unit

DK-AP20LPR sensor deployment kit

We are a Vaxtor partner and can supply VaxALPR On Camera ACAP licences for all Axis devices 
that have an Artpec 6 or greater processor.  Please contact us if you would like assistance on 
identifying your camera/encoder specifications.  Please note licence is generated by device 
serial number and cannot be moved between devices.

AXIS-ACAP-LPR
Vaxtor VaxALPR On Camera single device licence
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IP SYSTEM DEVICES

SD and HD 
Video Encoder & Decoders

AXIS P7304
Axis 4ch Hybrid IP encoder
The new Axis P7304 4 channel IP video encoder that includes 
support for both composite video and analogHD video inputs.

H264, Zipstream and now H265 encoding provide high quality 
video streams with greatly reduced bandwidth requirements 
making this encoder ideal for 4G/LTE transmission.

Support for two-way audio and intelligent analytics such as 
motion detection, as well as audio detection with analogue 
and digital microphones.

RS-485/422 for controlling PTZ (pan/tilt/zoom) cameras.
Edge storage through a microSDHC memory card slot for 
onboard recording and storage.

=+

Our range of miniature video encoders designed to enable you to easily encode your existing 
cameras into the latest and most interoperable IP video formats for onwards streaming and 
storage.

AHD
TVI
CVI

CVBS
AXIS P7304

HANWHA SPE-110A

MINIATURE IP VIDEO DECODER
Axis T8705 Video Decoder
The T8705 video decoder is a small, easy-to-install video decoder, 
enabling digital monitors to connect to and display live video 
from network cameras.

T8705 gives you a cost-effective solution for video monitoring 
where live video can be displayed without the use of connection 
via a PC.

It is optimized for decoding H.264 in both Baseline, Main as well 
as High profile. AXIS T8705 decodes full frame rate video streams 
in H.264 and Motion JPEG in all resolutions up to HDTV 1080p.

HDMI output allows easy connection to displays making this an 
ideal solution for monitoring rooms.
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Network Adapters

INA-VA-NBNC
KISS Ethernet to Coaxial Adapters
Our miniature adapters allow you to utilise existing Coaxial cables 
to transmit both data and power to IP devices.

Plug and play connectors for camera connection ensure simple 

use and quicker deployments.

Both data and power can be sent across the Coaxial cable which 
simplifies deployments.  Particularly useful for long cable runs 
where voltage drops would normally be an issue. 

Can be powered by either a PoE source such as a network switch 

or PSD, or alternatively using an external 48V DC power supply 
(available separately).

Our range of network adapters help you to easily connect your IP devices to legacy cabling. The 
adapters also allow new deployment techniques potentially exploiting existing infrastructure.

Did you know the first IP camera was 
designed by Axis and was released in 
1996. The Axis NetEye 200 could stream a 
whopping 4CIF frame every 17 seconds!
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INA-VA-N2PT
KISS 2 Port PoE Extender
A miniature port extender that allows you to connect two PoE 
devices to one Lan cable.

The extender acts like a mini hub allowing two devices to be 
connected at the front end using just one Lan cable, with both 
front end devices getting power and data. If a PoE enabled 
source is not available at the back end, then alternatively the 
extender can be powered locally using a DC 48V power supply 
(available separately).

A very useful tool where you might already have access to 
existing cabling but need the option to add another device. 
For example placing an extra camera near an existing overt 
camera..

IP SYSTEM DEVICES

Software
Applications

Compatible Axis products have the ability to add additional functionality by uploading an 
additional software app which is known as an “AXIS Camera Application Platform” or ACAP 
for short. These applications are developed by Axis and 3rd party companies to give additional 
features to your products. Some useful examples include:

We work closely with ACAP developers to provide useful add-ins for use in your operations as 
required. Please contact us if you would like more details on the benefits of ACAPs for covert and 
overt surveillance.

PERIMETER DEFENDER VIDEO MOTION DETECTION LICENCE PLATE VERIFIER
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HYBRID

KISS 4-in-1
Hybrid Cameras

Our range of miniature Sony Starvis Hybrid cameras with 
selectable SD or HD video output.

With Sony discontinuing production of CCDs, the time has come 
to shift to CMOS technology. Our new hybrid cameras are fitted 
with a Sony Starvis CMOS sensor which provides great low light 
performance.

The Hybrid cameras have the option to output video as either CVBS, 
AHD, TVI or CVI. The ability to output video as standard CVBS allows 
use with all existing and legacy equipment whilst the camera can 
also output a full 1080p analog HD signal providing future proofing 
and interoperability with COTS CCTV systems.

Pinhole, board, CS and varifocal lens variants are available in our  
KISS 25mm format.

MAIN FEATURES

1/2.8” Sony                 Sensor

4-in-1 Output 

(CVBS/AHD/TVI/CVI)

CVBS 750 TVL

Analogue HD 1080p

WDR

3D-DNR

Defog

UTC and joystick OSD control

DC12V (85mA max, CVBS) 

DC12V (110mA max, Analog HD)
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INA-VC-H024

KISS Hybrid 4-in-1 Pinhole Lens Miniature Camera
Interchangeable M12 close-up pinhole lens mount, see lens section 
for compatible close-up pinhole lenses

3.7mm EasyFocus cone pinhole lens fitted as standard

Plastic orbital mounting bracket

HYBRID

KISS 4-in-1
Hybrid Cameras

Numerous camera models are available to cater for every deployment option 
whether that be long range or up close and covert.

INA-VC-H025

KISS Hybrid 4-in-1 Board Lens Miniature Camera
Interchangeable M12 board lens mount, see lens section for compatible 
board lenses

Either a 3.6, 4, 6, 8, 12, or 16mm board lens supplied as standard (please 
specify focal length at time of ordering)

Steel mounting bracket
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INA-VC-H028

KISS Hybrid 4-in-1 Varifocal Miniature Camera
Megapixel 5-50mm manual varifocal lens 

Steel mounting bracket

HYBRID

KISS 4-in-1
Hybrid Cameras

INA-VC-H020WP

KISS Hybrid 4-in-1 Weatherproof Bullet Camera
Weatherproof lens shroud and interchangeable M12 board lens mount, see lens section for compatible 
board lenses

Fitted with a 16mm board lens as standard. Lens shroud can have up to a miniature 35mm high-res lens 
fitted

Weatherproof plug and play connectors
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INA-VC-H026

KISS Hybrid 4-in-1 CS Mount Miniature Camera
CS lens mount

Steel mounting bracket

HYBRID

KISS 4-in-1
Hybrid Cameras

H024-xxP
KISS Hybrid 4-in-1 Pinhole Lens Camera Deployment Kit options:

H024-K1P  H024 KISS Hybrid 4-in-1 pinhole lens camera and K1P lens kit

H024-K2P H024 KISS Hybrid 4-in-1 pinhole lens camera and K2P lens kit

H024-K3P  H024 KISS Hybrid 4-in-1 pinhole lens camera and K3P lens kit

H025-xxB

KISS Hybrid 4-in-1 Board Lens Camera Deployment Kit options:
H025-K1B  H025 KISS Hybrid 4-in-1 board lens camera and K1B lens kit

H025-K2B H025 KISS Hybrid 4-in-1 board lens camera and K2B lens kit

H025-K3B  H025 KISS Hybrid 4-in-1 board lens camera and K3B lens kit

KISS 4-in-1 Hybrid Camera
Deployment Kits

H020WP-K1

KISS Hybrid 4-in-1 weatherproof bullet Camera Deployment Kit:
H020WP weatherproof bullet camera fitted with 16mm lens

25 and 35mm miniature board lenses

Periscope adapter
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HYBRID

Video 
Format Converters

INA-VC-A065

HDMI to AHD Converter
A miniature converter that converts an HDMI 720p 
or 1080p signal into an AHD Analog HD video output.

This is a great tool for getting video from devices 
such as SLR cameras and drones into your IP 
network.  AHD video can easily be converted to IP 
using the Axis P7304 encoder.  The Axis encoder 
has very efficient video encoding ensuring optimal 
bandwidth management which is particularly useful 
when transmitting over a cellular link.

Regulated DC12V power supply included.

=+
CONVERT TO IP

USING P7304

INA-VC-A065

720p or 1080p

We have a very useful range of video standards converters that allow you to connect to legacy 
equipment.

>

Easily connect video from drones or DSLR cameras to you IP network
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HYBRID

Video
Format Converters

INA-VC-A035

Analog HD Converter
A miniature converter that converts an analog HD 
input into a HDMI and composite video output.

Converts AHD, TVI and CVI signals to allow viewing of 
cameras on a HDMI monitor.

Can also convert and upscale analog CVBS video to 

a HDMI signal making it ideal for monitoring rooms. 
DC12V, 220mA (max).

INA-VC-A050

Analog HD to SDI Converter

A miniature converter that converts an analog HD input into 
either a HD-SDI or an EX-SDI output.

Allows connection of Hybrid cameras to legacy equipment 
such as low bit rate video bearers or COFDM transmitters that 
have a HD-SDI video input.

=+

Video input resolutions of 1080p 25/30Hz or 720p 
25/30/60Hz.

DC12V, 220mA (max) power consumption.

LEGACY SDI 
EQUIPMENT

INA-VC-A050

AHD
TVI
CVI

(UP TO 1080P)

OR
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BABY CARROTCAM

Ultra Low Light
Miniature Camera

Miniature ultra sensitive low light ruggedised cameras now 
available in Colour or B/W variants.

The Baby CarrotCam is a miniature camera ideal for low light 
scenarios. The highly sensitive 1/3” (B/W) and 1/3.2” (Colour) 
sensors provide crisp images during the day and at night.

A standard M12 lens thread allows numerous lens options. The 

weather resistant lens cover allows up to a miniature 35mm lens to 
be fitted whilst retaining the weatherproof nature of the camera.

Standard 1/4”-20 UNC mount points are available on the top, bottom 
and rear allowing secure fastening. Additional mount points are also 
provided which allow the use of alternative universal mounts as 
required (sold separately).

INA-VC-M725
1/3” CCD sensor, 570 TVL 

Monochrome IR sensitive CCD

Low Light Sensitivity 0.00009 lux. 
(sens-up on)

DC 9-28V (80mA approx. DC12V)

INA-VC-C725

1/3.2” CMOS sensor, 750 TVL 

Colour digital CMOS sensor

Low Light Sensitivity 0.006 lux. 
(sens-up on)

DC 9-28V (60mA approx. DC12V)

Supplied with either a 3.6, 4, 6, 8, 12, 
or 16mm IR corrected lens (please 

specify at time of ordering)

REMOVABLE LENS SHROUD

MULTIPLE 
MOUNTING 
OPTIONS AS 
STANDARD
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INA-VC-C725-K1 Board Lens Kit

Baby CarrotCam camera

3.6, 4, 6, 8, 12, 16, and 25mm IR corrected
board lenses

35mm hi-res miniature board lens

Robust carry case

The following Baby CarrotCam deployment kits are available which contain the most commonly 
used deployment items. Our PhasIR miniature infrared illuminators are the perfect companion 
for the B/W BabyCarrot.

INA-VC-M725-K1 Board Lens Kit

INA-VC-M725-IRK1 Single PhasIR Kit

B/W Baby CarrotCam camera

3.6, 4, 6, 8, 12, 16, and 25mm IR corrected
board lenses

35mm hi-res miniature board lens

PhasIR infrared illuminator

(please specify angle required) 

Robust carry case

INA-VC-M725-IRK3, Triple PhasIR Kit

B/W Baby CarrotCam camera

3.6, 4, 6, 8, 12, 16, and 25mm IR corrected 
board lenses

35mm hi-res miniature board lens

Narrow angle PhasIR infrared illuminator 

Wide angle PhasIR infrared illuminator

Oval beam PhasIR infrared illuminator

Robust carry case
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HE-D

M12 Lens
Micro 1080p AHD Camera

HE-D is our range of micro cameras complete with a 
simplified M12 lens mount.

The HE-D cameras are micro sized CMOS low power cameras.  
Recently updated to a higher 1080p resolution with AHD video 
format.  The robust AHD video format is easily connected to COTS 
equipment and can be simply converted to IP using an Axis P7304 
encoder or similar.  DC12V operation ensures simplified installation. 

A split power system between the camera and the connector ensures 
that the camera remains as cool as possible. The camera’s small form 
factor make it ideal for deep fits into vehicles and hides. M12 lenses 
with IRC filers give exceptional images for a camera of this size.

In line with our ethos of future-proofing our products, HE-D cameras 
have been designed so that no matter what video technology you 
require, a HE-D camera is available with the same form factor and 
mounting options. Current video options include 1080p AHD, 720p 
Axis modular sensor, and USB.

MAIN FEATURES
Small size

1/2.9” CMOS sensor

1080p resolution, AHD format

Interchangeable M12 lens mount 
for using lenses fitted with IRC 
filters

Ruggedised cabling

Plug and play connectors

Multiple mount options

DC 12V, 80mA (max)

M12 CLOSE-UP HD PINHOLE LENS MOUNT 
FOR USE WITH OUR PINHOLE LENSES 

WITH IRC FILTERS

HE-D
 ACTUAL SIZE
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HE-D

M12 Lens
Micro 1080p AHD Camera

Numerous camera models are available to cater for every deployment option whether that be 
long range or up close and covert.

AHD12P

HE-D 1080p AHD Pinhole Lens Micro Camera
Interchangeable M12 close-up pinhole lens mount

3.7mm EasyFocus cone pinhole lens with IRC filter fitted as standard

Miniature articulated bracket

AHD12B

HE-D 1080p AHD Board Lens Micro Camera

Interchangeable M12 board lens mount with M12 lock ring

Either a 3.6, 6, 8, 12, or 16mm board lens with IRC filter supplied as 
standard (please specify focal length at time of ordering)

Miniature articulated bracket
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CORK

M12 Lens Deep Hole
1080p AHD Camera

CORK is our new camera for installation into Deep-Holes.

Cylindrical design for easier installation into deep holes.  Cork is 
designed to work with 3/4” bored holes which can typically be made 
using a flat blade bit or wood drill.

High 1080p resolution with AHD video format.  The robust AHD 
video format is easily connected to COTS equipment and can be 
simply converted to IP using an Axis P7304 encoder or similar.  

DC12V operation ensures simplified installation. A split power 
system between the camera and the connector ensures that the 
camera remains as cool as possible. Compatible with all of our M12 
board lenses that are fitted with IRC filters.

Supplied as a deployment kit with insertion tool, cutters and various 
lenses.

MAIN FEATURES
Small size

1/2.9” CMOS sensor

1080p resolution, AHD format

Interchangeable M12 lens mount 
for using lenses fitted with IRC 
filters

Ruggedised cabling

Plug and play connectors

DC 12V, 80mA (max)

DK-AHD34

CORK 1080p AHD deep-hole camera deployment kit
CORK camera

3/4” quick change cutters

6, 8, 12, 16, 25 and 35mm HR lenses fitted with IRC filters

Insertion tool
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uBULLET

720p AHD 
Micro Bullet Camera

uBULLET is a 720p resolution AHD micro bullet camera  
with an outside diameter of only 8.5mm.

Despite uBULLETs tiny size it still manages to generate 720p 
resolution imagery.   Three micro lens options are available to 
ensure the best field of view possible. 

AHD is a standard AnalogHD format that can easily be connected to 
COTS equipment and can be simply converted to IP using an Axis 
P7304 encoder or similar.  

DC12V operation ensures simplified installation. A split power 
system between the camera and the connector ensures that the 
camera remains as cool as possible. 

uBULLET is compatible with 3rd party tools to allow easy installation 
into confined spaced.  

Supplied as a deployment kit with insertion tool and quick change 
drill bit.

MAIN FEATURES
Miniature size 8.5mm OD

1/7” CMOS sensor

720p resolution, AHD format

Ruggedised cabling

Plug and play connectors

DC 12V

DK-AHD85

uBULLET 720p AHD micro bullet camera deployment kit
uBULLET camera, call to discuss lens options

Insertion tool

Quick change drill bit

DK-AHD85x3

uBULLET 720p AHD micro bullet camera x3 
deployment kit

3x uBULLET cameras

Insertion tool

Quick change drill bit
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USB

720p UVC
Micro HE-D USB Cameras
Micro sized 720P USB cameras in our popular HE-D board 
and pinhole lens formats.

The HE-D cameras are micro sized CMOS low power cameras. A 
split power system between the camera and the connector ensures 
that the camera remains as cool as possible. The camera’s small 
form factor and OTG functions make it ideal for deep fits into 
vehicles and drop hides. M12 HD lenses give exceptional images for 
a camera of this size.

Our USB cameras are UVC compatible which means that they work 
with Windows and OTG (On-The-Go) devices without the need for 
additional drivers. By installing appropriate apps on your OTG 
device you are able to view and record composite video signals at 
720p resolution.

An ultra flexible and robust cable allows reliable operation and easy 
cable routing.

Small size

1/3” CMOS sensor

0.05 lux

720p resolution

HDR (High Dynamic Range)

Interchangeable M12 lens 
mounts for using lenses fitted 
with IRC filters

Ruggedised cabling up to 1M

Multiple mount options

DC 5V USB , 135mA (max)

USB-C connector

U012P

HE-D 720p USB Pinhole Lens

U012B

HE-D 720p USB Board Lens

HE-D BOARD LENSHE-D PINHOLE LENS

MULTIPLE MOUNT 
OPTIONS

NUMEROUS 
LENS OPTIONS 

(AVAILABLE 
SEPARATELY)
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USB

1080p UVC
KISS Low Light USB Camera

High sensitivity 1080p USB camera in our tried and tested 
KISS board lens format.

Our low light 1080p USB camera is ideal for use with longer focal 
length miniature lenses. The enlarged 2/3” CMOS sensor provides 
great sensitivity when used with suitable lenses.

Our USB cameras are UVC compatible which means that they work 
with Windows and OTG (On-The-Go) devices without the need for 
additional drivers. By installing appropriate apps on your OTG 
device you are able to view and record composite video signals at 
1080p resolution.

An ultra flexible and robust cable allows reliable operation and easy 
cable routing.

Now supplied as a deployment kit which includes 25, 35 and 50mm 
2/3” format large board lenses which all have IRC filters.

2/3” CMOS sensor 

0.01 lux

1080p resolution

Supplied with 25, 35 and 50mm 
2/3” format large board lenses 
with IRC filters

Ruggedised cabling 

Multiple mount options 

DC 5V USB , 185mA (max)

DK-USB25B

KISS 1080p Low Light 
USB Board Lens Camera
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TEST MONITOR

Big LineUp Mk II
7” IP and Multi Format Monitor

Portable and rechargeable HD test monitor which has all 
current video standard inputs as well as IP connectivity.

Big LineUp MkII is a high quality 7” test monitor ideal for all 
camera installation, setup and focusing requirements. An internal 
rechargeable lithium polymer battery powers the monitor and also 
your camera as required.

All current video standards are supported ensuring you can view 
images from current and future video cameras. The HDMI input and 
output make it easy to configure DVRs and NVRs in the field.

Onboard 485 PTZ and OSD control allows direct setup and adjustment 
of cameras. Analog HD and Up-The-Coax (UTC) is included which 
allows you to setup a wide range of miniature cameras..

Big LineUp can supply power to your camera or other external 
equipment. Quick connect cables are supplied for easy connection to 
our range of plug and play cameras.

Built-in cable testers, focus meters and video signal meters are 
included as standard.

Big LineUp MkII also has the ability to take snapshots and record 
video clips to a removable microSD memory card. This makes it ideal 
for use during surveys and also for post installation captures.

7” highres TFT with LED 
backlight 

Daylight enhancement film

Supports various input signals

- CVBS Composite Video

- HDSDI & EX-SDI

- HDMI (1080p, 60Hz)

- VGA (1600x1200, 60Hz, UXGA) 

- Analogue HD (AHD, TVI, CVI)

- IP (ONVIF, RTSP, MJPEG) 

DC12V, PoC and PoE power
outputs

PTZ & OSD 485 control

UTC Up-The-Coax control

Image recording and snapshots

INA-VD-IP700
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Ethernet or WiFi network connection

Provides PoE power from monitor to power connected cameras 

Built-in PoE power tester for testing external PoE sources

Camera configuration

IP camera viewer

- Address scan

- Address setting 

- Ping test

Network tester

- Cable tester

- Packet analyser

- Network cable TDR

Capture stills and sample video to microSD memory card 

SFP port for connection to router/switch

Portable and rechargeable HD test monitor which has all current video standard inputs as well 
as IP connectivity.
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A selection of hand tools ideal for deploying covert 
pinhole cameras and devices.

This kit contains all of the tools needed to reliably and accurately 
install covert pinhole cameras.

A hex drive handle is used to hold the supplied drills, 
countersinks and forstner cutter which are used during the 
installation process.

The micro reamer can be used to adjust the pinhole aperture 
as required.

These tools can be used in conjunction with our 3d printed 
drill and countersink guides which will help produce accurate 
pinholes very quickly.

Supplied in a robust carry case for transportation and storage.

PLAST

10pc Pinhole Tool Kit

Micro reamer

1/4” hex drive handle

1, 1.5, 2, 2.5 and 3mm quick change 
drill bits

Quick change small countersink

Quick change large countersink

Quick change 35mm forstner cutter

KIT CONTENTS

OK-PH10
10pc Pinhole Tool Ops kit
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PLAST

30pc Pinhole Tool Kit

Our PLAST selection of specialist hand tools are ideal 
for deploying covert pinhole cameras and devices.

Our enhanced 30 piece PLAST ops kit contains all of our regular 
pinhole hand tools and now with the addition of a 30,000rpm 
micro drill .

The rechargeable micro drills high speed ensures clean 
pinholes when using very small drill bits.  Supplied with micro 
drills ranging from 0.5-2.3mm in 0.1mm increments.  Spare 
drills are available to purchase separately if required.

A hex drive handle is used to hold the supplied quick change 
drills, countersinks and forstner cutter which are used during 
the installation process.

The micro reamer can be used to adjust the pinhole aperture 
as required.

These tools can be used in conjunction with our 3d printed 
drill and countersink guides which will help produce accurate 
pinholes very quickly.

Micro reamer

1/4” hex drive handle

1, 1.5, 2, 2.5 and 3mm quick change 
drill bits

Quick change small countersink

Quick change large countersink

Quick change 35mm forstner cutter

Titanium knife

30,000rpm micro drill & charging 
cable

0.5-2.3mm micro drills in 0.1mm 
increments

KIT CONTENTS

OK-PH30
30pc Pinhole Tool Ops kit

KIT CONTENTS
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Artic Camera Mounts

Articulated camera mounts that can bend and 
rotate to help achieve the perfect viewing angle.

The hose has 1/4”-20 UNC male and female tripod 
threads which enable it to be attached to a variety of 
bases or your existing equipment.

The Artic hose can easily be extended or shortened by 
hand and a set of pliers are also available to assist with 
this.

The new universal mount plate has both a high 
strength magnet as well as screw mount holes for easy 
fastening.

Interchangeable base mount plates 

Can easily be extended or shortened 

1/4”-20 UNC tripod threads

MAIN FEATURES

INA-VA-B104

Artic Universal Mount

INA-VA-T146

Artic Pliars

INA-VA-B114

Mini Ground Spike
An aluminium ground spike to aid in camera placement 
outdoors. A standard 1/4”-20 UNC tripod thread is used 
to provide direct connection to cameras and other 
existing mounts.
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INA-VA-B211

Mini Magic Arms

Miniature magic arms which are available in two different sizes 7” and 11”. 
Both ends have 1/4”-20 UNC tripod threads which allow easy connection to 
cameras and other existing mounts. Supplied with a removable mini clamp 
for quick and secure installations.

INA-VA-B207

DEPLOYMENT

Consumables

INA-TA-A012

Blacktak
You know it you love it, we even think some of you eat it! 
A 15m reel of Blacktak.

INA-TA-A301

Linen Loom Tape
Black linen loom tape ideal for blending cabling into vehicle installations.

INA-TA-A050

Green Fabric Tape
Fabric tape in a matt green finish, ideal for rural deployments.
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Hawk-i Lens Kits

Extended Focal Length Miniature Lens Kit.

OK-HAWKi
OK-HAWKi-IRC

1/3”, 2MP

42, 90, 140, 150mm Focal Lengths

Available with or without IRC filters

Supplied with periscope adapter

Our Hawk-i lenses provide miniature 
cameras and sensors with a much needed 
increase in available focal length which 
allows viewing at increased distances.

Available with or without integral IRC filters 
to suit your different types of camera and also 
styles of deployment.

150mm Hawk-i is also compatible with our 
periscope adapter for innovative deployments.

The Hawk-i lenses are currently available as 
an ops kit, please specify if you require the IRC 
filter versions at time of ordering.
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MINIATURE LENSES

P-Hole Lens Kits

Close-up Pinhole Lens Kit 

INA-VL-PHOLE
INA-VL-PHOLE-IRC

1/3”, 2MP

6, 8, 10, 12, 15mm close-up pinhole lenses

Also available as HD versions complete with integral IRC filters

Suitable for CMOS sensor cameras

Reduces depth required for camera installation

P-Hole lenses are designed to extend the view of close-
up pinhole cameras.  P-Hole lenses are ideal for use 
in space constrained deployments that need to see a 
little further than possible with a conventional pinhole 
camera.

P-Hole lenses are only suitable for use 
with  cameras/sensors with CMOS 
imaging sensors.  Please contact us 
to confirm compatibility with your 
equipment.

Available with or without integral IRC 
filters to suit your different types of 
camera and also styles of deployment.

The P-Hole lenses are currently 
available as a kit, please specify if you 
require the IRC filter versions at time of 
ordering.
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Miniature M12 Board Lenses

We have a wide range of high quality M12 megapixel board lenses in hard to find focal lengths.  
All lenses are available with or without an IRC filter so please check which version you require 
prior to ordering  If any doubt about which lens type you require please do not hesitate to contact 
us.

Part Number INA-VL-I028
INA-VL-I028-IRC

INA-VL-I036
INA-VL-I036-IRC

INA-VL-I006
INA-VL-I006-IRC

INA-VL-I008
INA-VL-I008-IRC

INA-VL-I012
INA-VL-I012-IRC

Focal Length 2.8mm 3.6mm 6mm 8mm 12mm

Image Format 1/2.5”, 5MP 1/2.5”, 5MP 1/2.5”, 5MP 1/2.5”, 5MP 1/2.5”, 5MP

Aperture F1.8 F2.0 F2.0 F2.0 F2.0

Lens Mount M12 Board Lens Mount

Part Number INA-VL-I016
INA-VL-I016-IRC

INA-VL-I025
INA-VL-I025-IRC

INA-VL-I135
INA-VL-I135-IRC

INA-VL-I150
INA-VL-I150-IRC

INA-VL-I170
INA-VL-I170-IRC

Focal Length 16mm 25mm 35mm 50mm 70mm

Image Format 1/2”, 5MP 1/2”, 5MP 1/2”, 5MP 1/1.7”, 5MP 1/1.7”, 5MP

Aperture F2.0 F2.4 F2.8 F2.8 F2.8

Lens Mount M12 Board Lens Mount

Don’t forget our catalogue indicates if a camera utilises IRC 
filter lenses with these icons on the right. 
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High-Res Board Lens

A high-res miniature board lens which is great for space constrained deployments.  
Available with or without an IRC filter.

MINIATURE LENSES

Board Lens Kits
Lens kits are a more cost-efficient method of purchasing rather than buying lenses individually. 
If you can’t see the exact kit you require please contact us to discuss bespoke options as we 
manufacture custom kits for customers all the time.

VK-L121
VK-L121-IRC

Full Board Lens Kit

2.8, 3.6, 6, 8, 12, 16 and 25mm miniature board lenses 

35mm high-res board lens

35, 50 and 70mm large IR corrected board lenses

10, 15, 22 and 30mm sharp long focal pinhole lenses

15, 22, 30, 35, 45 and 70mm HR long focal pinhole lenses 

CS to M12 lens adapter

M12 lens lock rings

Air duster

Lens cap box

Part Number INA-VL-H035
INA-VL-H035-IRC

Focal Length 35mm

Image Format 1/3”

Aperture F5.0

Lens Mount M12 Board Lens Mount
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EasyFocus Close-up Pinhole Lenses

A selection of hard to find close-up pinhole lenses that incorporate our EasyFocus system which 
eliminates the need for annoying camera grub screws and the lens alignment issues they cause. 
Conveniently colour coded for easy focal length identification.  Available with and without IRC 
filters

MINIATURE LENSES

Sharp Long Focal Length Pinhole Lenses

Long focal pinhole lenses with a sharper pointed profile which 
allows for smaller viewing apertures and also more flexibility in 
camera alignment.  Available with and without IRC filters.

Part Number INA-VL-P908
INA-VL-P908-IRC

INA-VL-P910
INA-VL-P910-IRC

INA-VL-P915
INA-VL-P915-IRC

INA-VL-P922
INA-VL-P922-IRC

INA-VL-P930
INA-VL-P930-IRC

Focal Length 8mm 10mm 15mm 22mm 30mm

Image Format 1/2.3”, 2MP 1/2.3”, 2MP 1/2.7”, 2MP 1/2”, 2MP 1/2”, 2MP

Lens Mount
M12 Pinhole 
Lens Mount

M12 Pinhole 
or Board Lens 

Mount
M12 Board Lens Mount

Part Number INA-VL-P425
INA-VL-P425-IRC

INA-VL-P437
INA-VL-P437-IRC

INA-VL-P406
INA-VL-P406-IRC

Focal Length 2.5mm 3.7mm 6mm

Image Format 1/3”, 3MP 1/2.7”, 3MP 1/3”, 2MP

Aperture F2.0 F2.0 F2.4

Lens Mount M12 Pinhole Lens Mount
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Long Focal Length Pinhole Lenses

These long focal pinhole lenses have improved image clarity due to their 2MP capabilities. They 
allow for unique longer distance deployments through small viewing apertures. Often used in 
conjunction with our prism adapters and 3D printed camera mounts to provide very unique 
deployment options.  Available with and without IRC filters.

Part Number INA-VL-P708
INA-VL-P708-IRC

INA-VL-P710
INA-VL-P710-IRC

INA-VL-P715
INA-VL-P715-IRC

INA-VL-P722
INA-VL-P722-IRC

Focal Length 8mm 10mm 15mm 22mm

Image Format 1/2.3”, 2MP 1/2.7”, 2MP 1/2”, 2MP 1/2”, 2MP

Lens Mount M12 Pinhole Lens Mount M12 Board Lens Mount

Part Number INA-VL-P730
INA-VL-P730-IRC

INA-VL-P735
INA-VL-P735-IRC

INA-VL-P745
INA-VL-P745-IRC

INA-VL-P770
INA-VL-P770-IRC

Focal Length 30mm 35mm 45mm 70mm

Image Format 1”, 2MP 2/3”, 2MP 1”, 2MP 1”, 2MP

Lens Mount M12 Board Lens Mount
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INA-VK-L713
INA-VK-L713-IRC

Long Focal Pinhole Lens Kit
8, 10, 15, 22 and 30mm sharp long focal pinhole 
lenses

8, 10, 15, 22, 30, 35, 45 and 70mm long focal 
pinhole lenses

Pinhole drill guide

M12 lens lock rings

Air duster

MINIATURE LENSES

Small Lens Kits

OK-11B
OK-11B-IRC

11pc M12 Board Lens Ops Kit
2.8, 3.6, 6, 8, 12, 16, 25, and 35mm HR miniature 
board lenses

35, 50 and 70mm large board lenses

M12 lens lock rings
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INA-VL-V550

1/1.8” C Mount 5-50mm 
Varifocal Megapixel 
C Mount Lens

Megapixel varifocal lens suitable 
for low light imaging cameras such 
as the Axis Q1656 that are equipped 
with larger 1/2” and 1/1.8” imaging 
sensors.

INA-VL-V12120

1/1.8” C Mount 12-120mm 
Varifocal Megapixel C Mount 
Lens

INA-VL-A012

CS to M12 Lens Adapter
This adapter allows you to fit M12 x 0.5mm thread miniature 
lenses onto a CS mount camera. Particularly useful when using 
the long focal length pinhole lenses.

INA-VL-A112

M12 Lens Lock Ring
A lock ring that allows you in most cases to lock the focus setting 
without the need to adjust the annoying grub screws.

INA-VL-A044

Nikon to C/CS Mount Adapter
A lens adapter that allows you to use Nikon mount lenses on 
conventional C/CS mount surveillance cameras. This allows you 
to utilise existing in-house SLR lenses to achieve long range video 
surveillance.

INA-VL-T005

Cone Pinhole Lens Tool
A miniature lens spanner that speeds up focusing and changing M12 thread 
cone pinhole lenses.

LARGE LENSES

C/CS Mount Lenses

MINIATURE LENSES

Lens Accessories 
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RAPID PROTOTYPING

3D Printing
Support

We have been widely using rapid prototyping since we were founded in 2002 and are huge 
advocates in the benefits that 3d printing provides for technical surveillance practitioners.

In line with our ongoing commitment to our customers we produce and 
maintain a large repository of rapid prototyping resources to aid you with 
your deployments. All of these resources are available on our website and 
can be found in the inazone.xyz section. Access is restricted to bona fide law 
enforcement and associated government customers only so please do not 
share your login details with any third parties.

We are constantly updating content and resources. The news section lists all website updates 
keeping you up to speed with all new additions. In addition to our product details don’t forget to 
check out the following areas:

inazone.tips
inazone.support
inazone.tv

is a repository of useful articles
is where you can find our latest product 
documentation hosts training, product configuration 
and how-to videos

RAPID PROTOTYPING

3D Printing
Support

In addition to supplying the excellent range of Ultimaker products we also provide 3D printing 
training courses tailored to law enforcement surveillance practitioners. Our most popular course 
has been updated to cover the technology evolution and is now is based on the Ultimaker S3/S5 
3D printers. This is now a one day “Introduction to 3D printing for law enforcement technicians”.

This course is aimed at anyone within the law enforcement technical support community who has 
an interest in the benefits that 3d printing can offer for technical surveillance. The course offers 
a comprehensive grounding in the theory and practice of 3D printing to enable attendees to start 
utilising 3D printing within their workplace. Comprising of presentations, demonstrations and 
hands-on activities, attendees will see how 3D design and printing works, from concept to the 
finished item, as well as learn about the available technology and services on the market. This 
course is regularly run in our location in the UK, alternatively upon request training can also be 
delivered at a customers venue both in the UK and overseas.

We are currently developing additional rapid prototyping courses on more advanced topics such as 3D 
scanning, Computer Aided Design and Reverse Engineering. Please contact us if these are of particular 
interest to your organisation.
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ULTIMAKER
3D Printers & Materials

In line with our ethos of only supplying the highest quality surveillance products and associated 
tools we are proud be a reseller for the Ultimaker range of 3d printers and materials.

Ultimaker S5

Ultimaker S5 Pro Bundle

S5, Advanced Dual Extruder FDM Printer

S5, Pro Bundle

The Ultimaker S5 combines dual extrusion, advanced connectivity, and 
an open filament system with a large build volume for an office-friendly 
3D printer, offering unrivalled quality and reliability at scale. With 
simple setup, high uptime, and reliable dual extrusion, Ultimaker S5 is 
the complete professional 3D printing solution.

Spare & Consumables

We stock a large range of spares and consumables for rapid prototyping. Please contact us for further details 
or to discuss your specific requirements.

DIMA-PEN

Dimafix Pen
Printbed adhesion enhancement formula that minimises 
warping and provides a strong printbed bond.

Ultimaker 

PVA Removal Station

Also available as a Pro bundle which includes automatic 
material handling, efficient air filtering, and filament humidity 
control.

The Ultimaker PVA Removal 
Station dissolves support material 
quickly and effectively, keeping 
operator time to a minimum and 
increasing productivity.

INAZONE  PROVIDE     
ASSOCIATED 

TRAINING COURSES




